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The "Smog Tax" proposed here is directed at the problem of curbing the

Productiom of sg by vehicles in the ls Angeles basin. A satisfactory

solution to the problem in question should achieve the following objectives:

1) reduce the total emission of air pollutants from automobile
exhausts in the Los Angeles basin to an acceptable level;

2) achieve the desired reduction as soon as possible;

3) minimize the required administrative expense;

4) minimize interference in individual affairs;

5) treat individuals in different circumstances as equitably
as possible.

WAknow-of no smog-control proposal currently under consideration

which-wetuid meets all the criteria listed above. The typical proposals

wouldAE t6r6r achieve too little smog reduction, too late, with too

much administrative expense, with grossly inequitable treatment of

individuals in different circumstances, and with too much interference in

individual. affairs. The proposed 2rcg Tax, although by no means perfect,

appearg to be L much more promising approach to the reduction of smog

emitted by automobile exhiaustsj'-In the followirn sections we will first

describe the Smo. Tax proposal and then compare it with alternative smog-

control proposals.
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3i6TXPROPO)SAL

Pri.nci;le of Simo Tax

The central idea Is to tzx each vehicle operator according to his vehicle"&

tot;.l output of air pollutants within the Los Angeles basin. An operator is

not required by l.w to take any action to reduce pollutant emission. The Smog

-Tax, however, -ives nim an economic incentive to take such action in order to

reduce ;.is tax bill. The c.oice of what action to take, if any, is made by the

iLdividual. Hij decision will derond on such factors as the severity of the

tax, t:ie possibilities of tcx evasion, the availability, cost and irconverience

of vricus methods of reducinr smog emission, and, of course, individunl

circumstances nnd attitudes. Anti-smog action induced by týe Ammog Tax will

no doubt vary widely amzn- individuals, It may take a rather high Smog Tax

to induce sufficient individual response, on the average, to bring total pol-

lutont emission to an i.cceptable level. The illustrative 3smo Tax schedule

described below may conceivably be either too hi1 'h or too low, depending on the

degree of individual responsiveness to the tax, and on the desired overall smg

reduction ,oal.

Geperal Jeatures of Smowr Tax

A direct tax on the total pollutant output of each individual would be

prohibitively difficult and expensive to administer. An indirect tax-rebate

plan appears to be a more feasible way tc. achieve approximately the sam end.

A "Fresh IUr District" is defined, which includes all of Los Angeles sind

Orcri.:e Counties, the more densely populated western areas of iiiverside and San

jernardino Co-ities wit-in the Los Angeles bAsin, and, for reAsons to 1-e

nentioned later, possibly extenutnn scie diet. nce .nto tle rel-tivel.y ttbinly

popil'-ted s'trrolir.&Ln.- *re-s.
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A flat gross tax of (for example) I0 cents per gallon, over and above

state ,nd federal taxes, is levied on all gasoline sold in the District, with

a provision for subsequent periodic rebates according to an official "smog

rating" for the vehicle that uses the taxed gasoline. The rating is based on

a standard test m.'asuring the amount of air pollutants emitted per gallon of

gasoline consumed by the vehicle under simulated average traffic conditions.

Those in the worst rating category receive no rebate; a vehicle emittinC no

pollutants would qualify for :' full rebate of (in this example) 1G cents per

Gallon; those with intermediate ratings qualify for correspondin, intermiediate

rebates.

The total net tax (i.e. total gross tax less total rebate) paid by an

individual is equal to the net t&x per pallon (i.e. gross tax per gallon less

rebate per gallon) times the number of gallons pu/rc'aaed in the period in

question within the Fresh Air District. 4is total pollutant output within the

e. District during the period is approximately equal to 1iA ra',ed pollutant out-

put per gallon times the number of gallons consum'ed tl.ere. If the rebate

schedule is set so that the net tax per gallon is approximately' proportional

to the individual's rated pollutant output per gallon, then the total net tax

paid by each individual will be approxirately proportional to !is total )utput

of pollutar.ts wlt'A.ir t-e isar.ct durin,'. t-e period.

.ffects of Swio- T.

An individual cain reduce his net mow' t4ýx bill hy impovink, the smog

ratim, of his car or by reducing his total rasoline consumption; or both.

Sor.e of the actions he can Lake toward these ends are:

1) tutnir ur or overWaulin4, the engine, typically improving, both the
smo; rating and PýAsoline mileare;

2) buying :i car with a better w.ig ratinr;
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3) buying a car with better gasoline mileage;

4) drirkng fewer miles per year within the basin;

5) driving within the basin with a lighter foot on the throttle, thereby
improving gasoline mileage;

6) for oaniers of more than one car, doing more of the driving within the
basin in the car wil h the better smog rating;

") for owners of more than one car, doing more of the driving within the
basin in the car with the better gasoline mileage;

8) installing special camshafts, carburetors, and other devices designed
to improve fuel combustion within the engine, thereby improving both
the smog rating and gasoline mileage;

9) installing exhaust-cleanup devices, high or low temperature, catalytic

or non-catalytic, thereby improvinp the smog rating.

'he actions above imply that unburned hydrocarbons are the principal simog-

producing component. If nitric oxides or other compounds are also important

offenders, and are taken into account in the smog rating, other actions may

be called for.

One important conclusion to be drawn from the actions listed above Is that

effective mog-control need not necessarily await the perfection of special

anti-smog devices. Actions (1) through (7) can, in fact, be taken Immediately,

and the Smog Tax would provide an incentive for such immediate action. The

Installation of redesigned camshafts could also proceed Immediately, 1 but other

devices in category (8) may not yet be perfected. The various actions imedi-

ately available could probably go a long way toward achieving the desired imog-

reduction goal.

iRedesiged camshafts are used in some 1959 "econow enginese This

represents a welcome retreat from the recent horsepower rAce. In that race,
camshafts were designed for maxima pone at high speed, giving valve timing
badly suited for city driving, resulting in the emission of much unburned fuel
at city driving speeds.
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The r0eemnt Peice of gaslisne, without the 3=g Tax# already furnishes

1 inentive to reduce gasoline ooenspteion via actions (1), (3), (4), (5),

(7) and (8). The net Sg Tax (gross Smog Tax less rebate) is, in effect, an

uereae in the price of gasoline, and should add to this incentive. We

simUld nst, hGeWver, be too optimistic about such incentive effects. On the

Dle people have not taken advantage of such measures to the extent that soe

My think is Justified by the present price of gasoline. If that is the case,

WM should not necessarily expect people to change their habits dramatically

eiply because the cost of gasoline is increased several cents per gallon by

the Sg Tax.

On the other hand, attitudes apparently can and do change: American

auto manufacturers, for example, seem to believe that people have recently

started becoming ee1omy-minded. Perhaps the Smog Tax, accompanied by a

vigorous propaganda campaign to make people aware of the possibilities and

advantages of various measures to reduce gasoline consumption, would have a

'tri"er effect' which would suddenly occasion the actions that drivers should

have taken anWY. The Smog Tax would, of course, induce people to out gasoline

consumption to a greater extent than if they were affected by the propaganda

alone.

Reducing gasoline consumpti=o nnturplly, is not the only waY to reduce

one'e Smog Tax bill. An alternative involves the reduction of the net tax

paid per gallon, by taking action to improve the sag rating of the vehicle

0er is using,, in order to qualify for a larger rebate per gallon. Such actions

include (1), (2), (6), (a). and (9). Of these, as previeusly indicated, (1)

and (8) are double-barreled, eiving both lower gasoline consumption and a lower

net sog tax per gallon. Actions (2) and (6) may or may not diminish gasoline

consumption, depending, on whether or not the car with the better mog rating
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(i.e. emitting lee pollutants per gallon) also happens to give better

gasoline mileage. Gasoline conm tion would presomably not be decreased by

action (9), and might even be increased if the exhaust device Imposes

subetantial back pressure.

Actions (1) through (9) should typically reduce total pollutant emissem

by each of the individuals taking the actions. Thus the Smg Tax will derate

the total emission of pollutants In the Ioe Angeles basin. Part of this moder-

ation can occur almost immediately, as a result of actions (1) through (7) ndq

possibly, some actions under (8). The remainder will occur as various anti-

mog devices are developed and marketed. The Smg Tax generates an Im•diate

and massive demand for effective and economical anti-ing devices, which should

spur the rapid development of effective devices and which should also e•ourage

continuous improvements in them. There is no need to establish legal stanmards

of performance or cost for such devices. 1  Once the Sg Tax has been soet, it

can be left to the individual vehicle operator to decide whether a particular

device is sufficiently effective In relation to its price to be worth bu7ing.

The effects of the Smog Tax are illustrated In tam of three hypothetical

individuals. Mr. Pinchpenny drives a imall, well-tuned econom oar 30M0 miles

per year in the Los Angeles basin, averaging 30 miles per gallon, with a mog

rating entitling him to a reobte of 6 cents per gallon. Mr. Isadfoot, at the

other extreme, drives 10,000 miles per year in the basin in a large lwary car

averaging B miles per gallon, with a s•og rating permitting no rebate. In be-

tween is Mr. Doakes, driving 5000 miles per yea in the basin in an average

car giving 12 miles per gallon, smog-rated for a rebate of 4 cents per gallon.

The gross tax is a&sned to be 10 cents per gallon.

'With the possible exception of exhaust afterburners, wbich present
special problem, mentioned later.
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If the three Individuals take no smog-reducing action,, tLu net Smog Tax

wil cost Xr. PinohpeM 4 cents per gallon on 100 gallons, or $4 per yearl

Doakes will pa 6 cents per gallon on 417 gallons, or about $25 per year;

a lsdftot will pay 30 cents per gallon on 1250 gallons, or $125 per year.

The net tax paid is approximately proportional to the total pollutant output

per ya•a. Thus, compared with Kr. Pinchpumnyta modest annual pollutant out-

pats Doakes** its about six times as mach and Leadroot thirty times as much.

Iaadfeoo has the amst to gain by reducing his imo output, and Doakes is next,

which in as it should be. As mentioned previously, however, the extent to

which an individual takes anti-emg action depends not only on the cost and

Inconvenience of the action, but on his particular circumstances and attitudes.

Let us follow our hypothetical basin drivers some distance into the

future. Mr. Pinchpsnny, whose net sog tax bill in Initially only &4 per

year, takes no action either inediately or later on. Thus he continues to

pay 64 per year and continues to emit the same modest amount of pollutant as

before.

Mr. Doakes' initial smog tax bill of $25 per year spirs him to take

several actions which wini be numbered as on paves 3 and 4:

(1) He gets tuneupe more often than formerly, adding to his annual

maintenance expendituresbut, in return, improving his car's smog

rating and thus increasing his rebate and also reducing gasoline

consumption per mile.

(4) He euts down somewhat en unnecessary tripe within the District,

thereby driving fever miles per year and purchasing correspondingly

leos gasoline in the District.

(5) He drives with a lighter foot on the throttle, which further reduces

his gasoline consumption in the District.
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(8) later r-a, when it becomes available, he Invests in a new carburetor

designed to minimize fuel wastage during acceleration and dec-

celeration, bringing a further iuprovement in his sg rating and

a further decline in gasoline consmption. In his case an exaust

afterburner does not appear to offer ewough additional Imjrovement

in smog rating and corresponding saving in smg tax to justify the

cost of installation and upkeep.

To sunmarise, Mr. Doakes takes actions (1), (4), and (5) soon after the

imposition of the smoe, tax, which save him money not oly because of his

reduced net smog tax bill but because of his diminished gasoline consumption.

These actions more than offset his increased expenditures for more frequent

tuneups, and result soon in a substantial reduction in his pollutant output.

Action (8), taken later, saves further on both emog tax and gasoline consumption.

Yx. Leadfoot faces an initial annual smog tax bill of $125, but feel* he

cannot be bothered to change his driving habits, no matter how much money it

would save him. He is, however, willmg to take other actions if their cost

is a "ficiently low compared with the resulting savings. With a little prodding

by his repairman he takes the following actions:

(1) Like Mr. Doakes, he getsutneups more often, which increase his awtual

maintenance expenditures but Improve his smog rating so that he

qualifies for som rebate. This also reduces his costly consaption

of gasoline.

(8) a. He invests in a new camshaft designed for economical tomw drivIng,

thereby improving his sg rating further to qualify for a higher

rebate, wnd decreasing gasollin consumption further also.

b. Later on, when it becomes available, he invests in a new

carburetor, as did Mr. Doakes, brining a further improve•mat in
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smog rating and a still higher rebate, and reducing gasoline con-

sumption even more.

(9) Moreover, after a w[hile he invests in an exhaust atfterburner, wthich

improves his mng rating even more and increases his rebate enough

so that the saving in smog tax somes morth the cost of installing

and maintaining the afterburner. Fortunately this particular after-

burner has a low back pressure, so that it does not significantly

increase his gasoline consumpion.

Actions (1) and (8) a., then taken soon after the imposition of the mg

tax, offer savings to Leadfoot both because they reduce his net smog tax pe.-

gallon and they decrease the number of gallons of gasoline he consumes. At

the same time they moderate his pollutant output substantially. The later

actions (8) b. and (9) bring further savinW and a further reduction in

pollutant output.

The qualitative consequences of the actions of the three hypothetical

individuals are susmarizwd in Table 1. The plus, minus, and sero soabols

indicate increases, decrea.ies, and no change, respectively in the items in

question.

We have avoided showing illustrative numerical consequences for the

action of the individuals in question, in order to avoid the possibility of

futile argument concerning the validity or plausibility of the numbers, which,

after all, pertain only to hypothetical indivizuals. It may be instructive,

however, for the reader to try his hand at making whs. he regards as plausible

estimates of the numerical consequences of the various actios, and to attempt

to determine their emulate effects on such items as Fasoline consumption, net

smoo tax bills, and pollutant outputs. It will not be surprising if he finds,
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for mmiplo, that Desk..' polutat output eventually drops to lose than half

its original level, and Ladfootts to perhaps Iss than a fifth of its original

hio level. Such estimates are, of esuree, of dubious significance *=opt to

suggest that the Smg Tax may conceivably be quite effective.

The reader niht also want to appraise the comparative equitability of

the Smog Tax and Rebate formula as against one that equally ponalixes (say

by dmmading the installation of a $100 catalytic afterburner) the three

unequally culpable drivers.

To ammariso, the illustrative cases considered above suggest certain

points whdch deserve emphasist

1. Individuals differ w in circwmstancem, attitudes, and pollutant

emissions.

2. A great variety of smog-reducing actions are available now; progress

an g control need not be suspended awaiting the perfection of

exhe.ust afterburners and other devices.

3. Som smog-roducing actions may be very profitable to the individuals

in question, because of large savings in gasoline costs, aside from

the savings in Smog Taxes.

4. It is very difficult to precisely predict individual actions in

response to the Smog Tax, or the consequences of these actions.

5. Although the snog-reducing effects of the Smog Tax cannot be predicted

with my confidence at this time, the eonceivable awd, one might say,

.likely effects, 1vth Imnediutely and later on, are sufficiently

prordsinc to warrant seriois consideration of the -mD" '-ax.

7".. discussion of tUe effects of the •.wg Tax nas dealt so far wit:. only

two '.Lnds of ;ndlvidual •.c .z;ons; .eau':res to reduce gasoliýne consumption wvt ,in

t .e >-ao n, and nieasures Lc Jecre;.ae tAe neo, L i,-{ i, per :allon of -asoline
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consumed. The mg Tax may also Induce another kind of action; namely,

evasion, legal and otherwise. It may well turn out that the Smog Tax mnot

be rather stiff (possibly stiffer than assumed in the exAmles above In which

the maximum Smog Tax was 10 cents per gallon) in order to achieve the desired

smog reduction goal. If that is the case, the incentives for evasion will

be correspondingly greater, and the Smog Tax program may break dowa unless

backed up with sufficiently effective administrative procedures to forestall

this mass evasion. The administrative procedures outlined below are suggested

w th such objectives in mind. No claim is made, however, that all problems

have been foreseen or that the procedures as they stand would suffice to

meet all problems. It is left to experts to Judge the adequacy of the

procedures in question, or to workz out better ones.

I
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The ploedures suggested here imply that the program is administered

locally; Independent of state and federal agencies or programs. Local

administration appears to be feasible, but it may possibly be preferable

to combine the procedures of the local Smog Tax program with those of the

state license bureau, state gasoline tax program, or a statewide sog control

program. Such a combination may call for a aodification of the procedures

suggested here; the kind of modification called for is probably obvious in

most cases.

In order to qualify for a smog tax rebate on gasoline consumed by a

given vehicle, a valid Smog Rating muast have been in effect for that vehicle

during the period in which the gasoline was consumed. As mentioned previously,

the Smog Rating is based on an official test. The test might be conducted,

for example, by putting the vehicle on a dynamometer test stand, running it

through a standard pattern of acceleration, decceleration, and steady speed,

and measuring the average pollutant content of the exhaust gas during the

test period. Fuel consumed during the test period is also determined, either

by direct measurement or by calculation based on measured combustion products

in the exhaust. Pollutants can probably be determined either in term" of the

directly msasured amount of unburned hydrocarbons emitted, or in terms of a

reliable indirect indicator of the hydrocarbon content of the exhaust. If

aM when research has established the relative smog-producing properties of

various classes of hydrocarbons (eea. eturated vs. unsaturated, large vs.

small mcleculee, straight vs. branched-chain vs. cyclic molecules) And various
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com~poumds of nitrogen, sulfur, phosphorus, lead, bromine, etc., a more

sophisticated pollutant measure may be justified. It is assumed that suitable

test equipment cm be developed for routine operation by trained nonprofee-

siocal personnel. The sog test results are translated into a Smog Rating,

which measures the quantity of pollutant produced per gallon consumed by the

vehicle tested. It is suggested that an inspection fee (of, for example,

'2.00) be established which will cover some of the costs involved. The

amount of the fee should be such that it discourages indiscriminately

frequent inspections and yet does not discourage sog reducing actions by

individuals because of the expense they would bear for an official appraisal

of those actions.

The Smog Rating on a given vehicle remain* in effect for a stated period

of time following the smog test. It would be administratively convenient

for this time period to be the same for all vehicles. Such a uniform period,

of perhaps a year, would appear practicable on almost all counts exoept for

one complicating factor, exhaust afterburners. Unless quits rigid and narrow

legal standards are imposed, various types of afterburners will undoubtedly

differ widely in requirements for periodic cartridge replaement or other

servicing that maintains their effectiveness. Moreover, such devices are

partiwilarly susceptible to ewasion techniques such as, for example, instal-

ling very cheap cartridges which last only long enough to get through the

smog test and which become Ineffeetive a few days or even hours later, or

passing one afterburner around amg several care for sg test purposee.

The problems presented by afterburners are not peeuliar to the proposed Smg

Tax program, but are comon to all amog-centrol proposals involving voluntary

or compulsory vehicle inspection and voluntary or compulsory installation of
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aftwbmaps. The problm PL d by afterburners probably call for special

treataemt. No attempt will be made here to explore various conceivable

approaches or to rec••end a particular approach. Suffice it to say that

the problems ot be faced and solved In any sing-control program in which

afterburners play a significant part.

Depending on how the afterburner problems are handled, the Smog Ratings

of different vehicles may or may not remain in effect for the same period

of tire. In any event, each Smog Rating is given a definite expiration

date based on wse specified criterion. For a mall fee a vehicle may be

submitted for retesting before its current Smog Rating has expired. Thus

the owner may qualify promptly for a better Smog Rating and higher tax rebate

as a result of work done on his vehicle that reduces pollutant output. An

individual who does not seek a rebate is not required to have his car smog

tested at all, unless a compulsory test is called for in connection with

the afterburner problem or for purposes other than the Smog Tax program.

Swnz Tax Rebate Schedule

For rebate computation purposes it may be convenient to group Smog

Ratings into categories. An example of such categories and their corres-

ponding rebates is given in the illustrated rebate schedule in Table 2.

The schedule in based on the fol•ov5 g considerations: (a) the gross Smog

Tax is set at 10 cents per gallon as in previous exampleal (b) the average

vehicle is assumed to emit unburned hydrocarbons amounting to 7 per sent of

the fuel consumed; 1 (c) the average vehicle 3mog Rating is assigned to an

intermediate category somewhat below the middle, in terms of rebate due.

1A figure given• in AF6'•. literature a few years a•,o.
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The schedule ijLpoaes, in effect, a not Smog Tax amounting to something over

15 cents per ponmd of pollutant emitted.1 Diffeaent asmmptioue would, of

course, lead to a different schedule.

Table 2

ILLISTRATIVE SMOG TAX REBATE SCREDW

Percentage of Net Smog Tax
Smog Rating Category Fuel Unburned Rebate per Gallon Per Gallon

0 below 1.0 10# 0O
1 1.0 - 1.9. 9 1
2 2.0 - 2.,1 8 2
3 3.0 - 3.9 7 3

4 .0 - 4.9 6 45 5.0 - 5.9 5 5
6 6.0 - 6.9 4 6
7 7.0 - 7.9 3 7
8 8.0 - 8.9 2 8
9 9.0 - 9.9 1 9

10 10.0 or more 0 10

G&&oljne Purchase Recelpts

Aith each purchase of gasoline within the Fresh Air District, the dealer

is required to give the purchaser one or more copies of a serially-numbered

receipt indicating the date, vehicle license number, and number of gallons

purchased, keeping a duplicate copy for inspection by District authorities.

The customer's receipts are subeequently submitted by him to District Head-

quarters when applying for a rebate. The dealerts copies can be checked from

1
For exazple, an average vehicle, emitting 0.07 gallons (O.4 pounds) of

unbuwned hydrocarbon per gallon of fuel consumd, would pay a net tax of 7
cents per gallon, which comes to 7 4 0.4 or about 17 cents per pound of
pollutant emitted.
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tim to timi agSaiat his pmp readings,, an the one hand, and matched with

customers' copies, on the other hand, to help deter or detect such practices

as gasoline bootlegging or the writing up of fraudulent receipts.

Collection of Gros Smog Tax

The gose Sg Tax (10 cents per gallon in our examples) is collected

from either retailer or distributor, whichever proven more convenient. If

possible, the administrative burden an both dealers and District authoritie.ss

is minimised by combining the groe Smog Tax with the state gasoline.tax

for collection purposes.

Rebate Procedure

A rebate can be obtained only on gasoline purchased for a vehicle with

a Smog Rating in effect at the time of the gasoline purchase. The individual

applies for a rebate by submitt Ing his gasoline purchase receipts to District

Headquarters. The rebate due In computed, based on the relevant Smog Rating

or ratings on file there, and remitted to him by check. Annual rebates

would probably suffice for private vehicles, but quarterly rebates might

be justified for comercial vehicle operators.

?resh Air District Boumdaries

Insofar as possible, the boendaries of the Fresh Air District should be

selected to minimise the number of people living, working, or traveling

near or outside the District boundaries and who do considerable driving in

the Los Angeles basin. Such people could profitably buy Smog-Tax-free

gasoline outside the District, cme of which wuld contribute to smog in

the basin when consumed there.
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Whatever boundaries are chosen, there will be some inequities, s•nce (1)

gasoline stations just inside the boundaries will presumably lose msuch of their

business to stations just over the line, and (2) gasoline will cost lose to

people near the boundaries than to those further inside the District. Such

inequities and loopholes could perhaps be practically eliminated by extending

the District boundaries into the desert, or even making the program statewide.

The proposed Smog Tax program is, however, envisioned primarily as a local

solution to a local problem, not to be imposed any more than necessary upon

individuals contributing little or no smog to the Los Angeles basin. No law

v.s or ever will be completely free from inequities and loopholes, howsver,

and the line must be drawn somewhere.

The approximate outlines of a suggested Fresh Air District are shown in

the appended map. 71he District boundaries encompass not only the principal

smog-ridden areas but also some thinly populated surroumding territory, which

is relatively free of smog, incorporated in the District as a "buffer onse"

to minimise the inequities and loopholes mentioned above. The prospect of

of sharing the net revenue from the Smog Tax should furnish some inducement

to bring the outlying areas into the Districts otherwise they would have little

or no incentive to join the District. The shares of the net revenue might be

proportional to the numbers of auto registrations in the sections of the

cooperating counties that are included in the District.

SwA Tax Noet Revenue

As mentioned earlier, the illustrative rebate schedule above Implies a

net smog tax of about 15 in ts per pound of pollutant ewitted. According to

APCD estimates of a few ye-irs ago, about 1000 tons of pollutants are emitted

daily from motor vehicle exhausts in the Los Angeles basin. If these estimates
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still apply, the initial net revenue (i.e. gross mog tax less rebates, but

not deducting adainistrative coat) would be about $100 million per year,

assuing negligible evasion. Allowing for possible errors or changes in

estimatee of pollutant mission, and allowing for the possibility that the

actual rebate schedule may differ substantially from our illustrative

echedule, we camot rule out the possibility that the initial annual net

revenue might be as low as $50 million, or as high as $150 million. The

initial revenue estimates apply, of course, only to the period before

Individuals have taken actions to reduce their pollutant outputs appreciably.

If the Swg Tax program is successful in eventually reducing total pollutant

emission to a mall fraction of its former level, the net amop tax revenue

will eventually decline to about the correspondingly small fraction of its

original level.

If the net revenue of the Smog Tax program is of the order of magnitude

indicated above, it should be more than sufficient to finance the adminis-

tration of the program, even allowing for the decline in revenue over time.

The surplus revenue, shared among all comnmities within the District, could

be used to support other smog-control activities, to finance activities not

connected with smog control, or to retire bonded indebtedness.

Evasio and Fraud

In addition to legal evasion by purchasing gasoline over the border, it

is easy to think of many ways of evadine the smo tax or profiting from it by

fraud. Individuals may fill the tanks of cars that have good sg ratings,

obtaining receipts crediting the purchase to the car in question, and lien

transferring the gasoline to other, smoggier vehicles. In this way one could

earn hiher rebates than one is entitled to on the basis of the smog rating of
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the vehicles actually using the gasoline. Collusion between individuals and

gasoline dealers may similarly attribute gasoline purchases to cars with Mog

ratings better than those of the vehicles actually using the gasoline. Except

for the ease of commercial fleet operators, the gains fro these and other

related schemes would be small. Various cross checking procedures could

probably be devised to make the risk of detection sufficiently great to deter

most such schemes, especially if violators were subject to severe penalties.

Another class of schemes, previously me-tioned, would be designed to

give a car a better smog rating than is entitled. For example,

a relatively icpqnsive exhaust afterburner might be transferred about among

several cars, for the purpose of obtaining favorable smog ratings. But this

may well be a problem solely with respect to afterburners, not only because

they are relatively expensive and readily transferable from one vehicle to

another, but also because the only incentive for instauing one is to obtain

a good smog rating. Other devices, such as anti-smog carburetors, for example,

would apnear much less likely to be shifted around in that fashion: not only

are they probably cheaper and less readily transferable, but their instal-

lation and use not only improves the vehicle's smog rating, but also typically

improves gasoline mileage, offering savings which may quickly pay for the

cost of the device. The transferring of afterburners from car to car can

perhaps be minimized by such measAres as officially sealing the devices in

place and/or identifying the devices by serial number. As mentioned earlier,

the problems presented by afterburners are not peculiar to the Smog Tan

progrvn, but are comon to almost all smog-control proposals.
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aTM2L9F SMOG TAX PRIoCIPUM

The proposal described above is designed to induce individual vehicle

operators, private and commercial, to reduce their output of pollutants in

thv Los Angeles basin. Attention has been confined to gasoline-powered

vehicles. Conceivably the Smog Tax principle may also be applied to other

sources of air pollutants such as diesel-powered vehicles, power stations,

and refineries.

If research should show that diesel-powered vehicles are, in general,

Insignificant szog producers, they could be excluded as a class from the Smog

Tax program. If the diesel smog contribution is not negligible, they would

presumably be treated in the same fashion as gasoline-powered vehicles, the

differences being primarily in the details of the smog test, Smog rating, and

rebate schedule.

Industrial plants obviously present quite different problems. The

principal problem would appear to be in devising practical procedures for

measuring the total pollutant output of individual plants. If such procedures

can be developed, each establishment could be taxed directly in proportion

to its pollutpnt output. The tax rate might or might not be same as that

applied to motor vehicles. 1 Conceivably the difficulties of developing

practicable and reliable sampling procedures r other methods of measuring

pollutant output may be so formidable as to rule out the application of the

Smog Tax to industrial facilities. Such an application, however, appears at

least worth serious consideration.

lIn the ex.nlmpe above, the effective tax rate was about 1, cents per
yound- of pollutant emitted.
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One air pollution factor which has not been mentioned above is the

composition of the gasoline used by motor vehicles. If research should

show substantial differences in the smog-producing properties of different

gasolines, it might be desirable to take steps to discourage the production

or use of the smoggier types of gasoline. One approach would be to estab-

lish mandatory legal standards of composition, imposed on producer,

distributor and/or retailer. Another approach would be to impose a higher

gross smog tax on the smoggier gasolines, rebates being proportional to

thcss in the ordinary schedule. Either approach would appear feasible,

provided that the relation between composition and smog properties is

sufficiently clear cut. The composition of gasoline used might need to be

determined and taken into account in the vehicle smog test.
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CCUPARIS• OF SFOG T&X V.SUS AMZMATIV.. PwPOSAIS

The Smog Tax is intended as an alternative to other proposals with the

eame basic objective, that is, to induce individuals to re,•uce their pollutant

outputs. These include alternative tax plans to induce voluntary actions by

the individuals, and programs specifying mandatory anti-smog actions by

Individuals. It is not intended as a substitute for basically different

attacks on the smog problem, such as developing a satisfactory public trans-

portation system or breaking up the inversion layer.

All of the alternative tax plans and proposals for compulsory action

that we have seen may be characterized as being almost entirely vehicle-

oriented. Thus a tax proposal will typically tax a vehicle which lacks an

approved smog-control device or which otherwise fails to meet inspection

standards; similarly, the compulsory approach usually requires installation

of an approved device or deownds other measures to meet inspection standards.

None of these proposals takes account of the fact that the amount of pollutant

emltted depends not only on the characteristics of the vehicle, but on how

mach it is used. None provides an incentive to reduce smog by reducing

vehicle usage, short of retiring the vehicle completely. The Smog Tax rro-

posal provides incentives both to improve vehicle performance and to reduce

vehicle usage, thereby ercouraging more comprehensive and immediate action

to reduce smog.

lost of the alternative proposals depend on the establishment of standards

of performance for vehicles and/or smog-control devices. The standards of

performance are yet to be established. In the meantime it is not surprising

that progress on the commercial development of anti-smog devices has been

slow. 9usineesee are understandably reluctant to sink much money in the
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development of a device before the standards have beeon sot. On the other hand,

4t is difficult to set practical standards until it is knowI what standards

are commercially achievable. One way out of this vicious circle is to have

2 program, such as the proposed Smog Tax, which does not depend on the estab-

lishrient of performance standards. Under the Smog Tax program individuals

are left free to decide whether a particular device performs sufficiently

well in relation to its cost to be worth buying; the objective in developing

a device is thus not to meet performance standards but to achieve a satis-

factory relation between performance and cost.

Mnother shortcoming of programs based on performance standards in that

they provide no inducement for exceeding the standards. If standards are set

on the performance of individual smog-control devices there will be no incentive

to develop devices exceeding the established standards, and if standards are

set on the kind, number, or overall effect of the devices installed on an"

individual vehicle, there will be no incentive to install additional or more

effective devices. The &mog Tax program, on the other hand, would furnish an

incentive for continual reduction in pollutant emission, to the extent that

the action in question is sufficiently effective in relation to the cost.

The comparison of the proposed Smog T.x program with alernative programs

may be summarised in terms of the five objectives listed initially:

(1) The Smog Tax plan would make a two-pronged attack on the smog

generated by automobiles, not only encouraging all sorts of measures

to improve automobile performance, but also enoouraging a reduction

in the use of automobiles, particularly the mggier ones, in the

los Angelee basin. It would thereby accomplish more than other

proposals tovward reducing automobile-emittel pollutants to an

icceptable level.
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(2) The Smog Tax plan would encourage the widest possible variety of

imiediat actions to reduce air pollution, rather than, as in most

alternative proposals, relying primarily on yet-to-be-developed

smog-ooetrol devices. Thus a substantial reduction in smog could

be achieved jo, and the eventual smog reduction goal could be

achieved at an earlier date than by alternative programs.

(3) It is difficult to generalise concerning the relative administrative

expense required by the Ssog Tax program and alternative programs.

All require a substantial inspection program. Enforcement would

be less of a problem with the Smog Tax program, because inspection

is volumtary. Post cars would probably be submitted for inspection,

however, so the inspection activities themselves would most likely

be comparable. The collection of the Gross Smog Tax and the com-

putation and remittance of rebates could presumably be accomplished

with a fairly modest effort. Cross checking and other measures LU

detect and deter evasion and fraud might require considerable effort.

All things considered, the Smog Tax would probably require an

administrative effort comparable to that of other plans, but it

would have the advantage of bringing in more than enough revenue

to pay for itself.

(4) The Smog Tax involves only two types of compulsory measures: (a)

all gasoline purchasers must pay the gross Saog Tax, and (b) the

dealers inuet give proper receipts for all gasoline purchases. The

individual is not required to have his car inspected, nor is he

requirew to inst;•ill any device, approved or otherwise, If he doesn't

want to. -Tle Smog 7ax does, of course, make It Advantageous for the
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individual to take certain kinds of action, but whether or not he

takes advintage of the actions is up to him. Few of the alternative

proposals wuld involve as little interference with individual

affairs.

5) /The Smog Tax is designed to give the individual the widest possible

latitude in choosing those anti-smog actions most appropriate to

his personal circumstances. Va-b_ýi it affords the fairest

possible treatment of individuals in d4forent circumstances, with

different types of cars, different transportation needs, different

driving habits, and different viewpoints. Each individual is

penalized according to his output of pollutants. In a prograa

aimed at the sigiificant reduction of air pollutant output, this

formula, * belteve, is as fair and effective as any that can be

derived.
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